July 5, 2011
Dear Sir or Madam:
At the end of May of this year, faced with the prospect of having to clear the accumulated possessions of
a lifetime from my father’s house in a month, and being unable to remain in Tucson myself, I engaged
the services of Nan Farquhar of Leave It to Details to deal with the problem. I could not have made a
better decision.
In quick order, Nan got things in hand. When I returned to Tucson only a week after she got started,
Nan already had sorted through the great bulk of material. By the time I left five days later, I could leave
with full confidence that the house would be cleared out and ready for the new owners to take
possession at the end of June. In the two subsequent weeks, not only did Nan organize and pack the
house up, she organized and supervised an estate sale, arranged for movers to collect what we were
keeping, found buyers for some items for which we had no further use, and arranged for charities to pick
up what was left. And then she arranged for the house to be cleaned. She was a wonder.
If it seems that I have nothing but praise for Nan Farquhar and the work she does, that is indeed the
case. I highly recommend her to anyone faced with a daunting organizational and moving problem. If
you should like to discuss this recommendation with me, please feel free to get in touch with me at the
above number.
Yours sincerely,
Ralph S. Hattox

NanOk, I've got an extra second.
I would say kudos to you for the excellent service you provided, particularly in view of the limitations
of the critical timeframe within which you worked. You were extremely friendly, discrete and compassionate
in the manner in which you conduct you business. I greatly appreciated the value-added I received IRT my
Mom's sweater which you repaired. I found your pricing to be more than competitive. My endorsement
includes that I wouldn't hesitate to contact you again if I were facing these same circumstances & logistics.
L
Devareaux

To Whom It May Concern,
This letter of is written to anyone in need of top-drawer, efficient
organization services. When our family needed someone to help move our
mother from her home into an adult-residential apartment , we knew we
couldn’t do it ourselves. We foresaw difficult times as we asked Mom to
downsize before we made the actual move. Lucky for us, we hired Nan
Farquhar and boy were we happy we did! Throughout that move, Nan’s support
was absolutely invaluable!
We were appreciative when Nan went above and beyond what one would assume
an organization expert would provide. She was resourceful and able to
quickly, yet gently, help Mom make the decisions that needed to be made to
accomplish the move. Above all, she was kind and patient,
*always*treating Mom with respect and understanding.
It takes a very special person to do the kind of work that Nan does and she
does it phenomenally! Without a doubt, our family would *highly* recommend
Nan to anyone in need of her services.
Lisa Bernadett
Denver, CO

In April 2012 I employed Nan Farquhar, owner of Leave it to deTails, to
stage my house that I wanted to put up for sale. She did a fantastic job and
was very dedicated to her work. She is a real professional and cares about
her work and does much detailing in each room.

When she finished fixing

my house it looked like a model home. I was very pleased and satisfied with
what she did. My house sold in two months and it was because of her
detailing and caring about her work.
I highly recommend her to do any job that needs to be done to help you
organized, stage or move. She is a very dedicated person and cares about her
work.
Claire Bourque

Hello Nan and Becky,
Just to say “Thank You for your “Attention to details.”
Your many contributions in work, packing and personal assistance both pre
and post move made the experience easy and smooth,
Thank you – Stay Well -- Keep Smiling, and enjoy your great work.
Sincerely, Ace Ranslem

It is a pleasure to write this recommendation for Nan Farqhuar and her company, “Leave it to deTails, Inc.”
Nan assisted me (the word, “assisted” isn’t really adequate) in moving my elderly parents from their 3000
square foot home in Saddlebrook to a 1300 square foot “casita” in a retirement community in Oro Valley.
Please note: in just a few months my parents will celebrate 70 years of marriage.
much stuff they’ve accumulated over the years?

Can you imagine how

Nan was amazing on so many fronts. She used a floor plan of the new home and worked with my mother to
determine which pieces of furniture could fit and should fit in their new home. In addition, she helped my
mother decide which pictures and photos and vases and all the other things that go into a house should be
moved. It is worth mentioning that all of this was done with the backdrop of my father, who is struggling with
Alzheimers, fighting the move every step of the way.
Prior to and including the day of the move, Nan packed all of the items to be moved. She was there when the
movers showed up to load the truck and she was on the other end of the move to direct the unloading of the
truck. Over the next few days, I could count on Nan to help my mother with the myriad tasks associated with
such an endeavor. The end result is stunning and both my parents feel right at home.
But Nan’s work didn’t end with the move as I still had to deal with the Saddlebrook house. I listed the house
with a local Realtor and three quarters of its contents were still inside. Not only did Nan, once again, help with
packing, she also helped the Realtor “stage” the house so that it looked its best for photos and potential buyers.
In all of the activities I’ve described above, Nan was the consummate professional. I live in Salt Lake City and it
was such a relief knowing that all I had to do was call Nan and, “it was handled.” If you’ve found Nan, and I
assume you have or you wouldn’t be reading this, you need look no further.
Eric Eikenberry

